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Sensors
• USE: To understand and interpret the environment.
• IN-SITU (vs. Remote): a) detectors at sight

b) higher resolution  
c) means to ground truth

• DETECTION:
a) physical – heat, pressure, humidity, light, sound
b) chemical – gas, liquid, solid, organics / inorganics
c) biological – gas signature, DNA, protein, acoustics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
USE – used by organisms to interpret their environment.   Technological advances has allowed us to quantify and improve the resolution, accuracy and sensitivity of our measurements.
IN-SITU – (at site) a ground based, field based procedure of sensing.  Compliments remote sensing, by ground truthing and increasing the resolution.  More precision at the interface and small scale using in-situ.
DETECTION -  ecologists are interested in detecting changes in physical parameters such as heat . . . , chemical such as . . . Bio . . . 
ADVANCES – Adavances are occuring at every front of sensor systems including the sensor hardware, software, and data delivery system, allowing for smaller, faster, and cheaper wireless and smart (*microrocessors – allow self calibration etc) sensors. 
INDUSTRY – multi billion $ industry made up of sensor component manufacturers, distributors, suppliers etc.
 






Sensor Industry

• ADVANCES: smaller, faster, cheaper, decreased  
power demand, ‘smart’, wireless . . .

• INDUSTRY: a) Over 100 properties can be sensed 
b) Over 2300 sensor suppliers . . .

* Disclaimer – this presentation is not an endorsement or 
advertisement for company products



Major Areas of Sensor 
Development

• Governmental 
– DoD
– DoE
– NASA
– NOAA
– Health

• Private Sector
– Communications
– Electronics
– Industrial

Focus
- miniaturization
- automation
- bio / chem detection
- environmental sensing
- decreased power
- faster
- ‘smarter’
- wireless
- remote / in-situ

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sensors are being developed in many fields by many engineers.  The major sensor developments tend to be in areas that receive large financial support such as Defense, Energy, Space, & Communications.  Natural Sciences tend to have small budgets, lacking the economic impetus needed to spur technological development.  Luckily, some of the above have biological / ecological applications. 
DoD – many centers throughout the US, collaborate with and fund university programs - areas of focus include
DoE – 19 centers throughout the country – areas of fucus include
SPACE – development of un-manned spacecrafts to explore and search for life on other planets has spurred the development of micro-sensor clusters that use minimum power.
BIO MED – big effort to speed up DNA processing, proteomics (protein expression), drug development, physiological and chem/bio-sensors.
OTHER – weather forecasting, micro tech, nano tech, communications / electronics etc.  



Major Ecological Focal Points
• GLOBAL CHANGE

– Nature and pace of climate change?
* Requires – A global heat and water balance (ocean, land, atm)

– Nature and pace of biological change? 
* Requires – census of life & functional role of biodiversity

Who’s there?  How many?  What are they doing?

• BIOCOMPLEXITY
– Understanding patterns & processes across

a) levels of organization:  molecular  global
b) across space and time:  arctic  tropical

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much funding comes from and goes to the study of global change: both in terms of climate change and biological change.  We are also aiming at accurately forecasting how 
ecosystems change

Among the important climate questions oceanographers seek to answer are these: How does the ocean store and transport vast amounts of heat and fresh water around the globe? How do the ocean and atmosphere exchange heat, fresh water, and momentum? How are changes in ocean temperatures and salinity, ocean circulation, and climate all interrelated? Are long-term changes in the oceans naturally occurring, or are they the result of human activities, such as the buildup of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere? �




Physical Biological Chemical

Terrestrial

http://www.chaparraltree.com/photos/organpipe1-med.shtml


http://www.dynamax.com/

• FUNCTION: Measures Sap Velocity g/hr (transpiration)
• APPLICATION: herbs, grasses, shrubs, trees
• PRINCIPLE: thermocouples (heat), plant energy balance
• PROS: Real-Time, No calibration, non-intrusive
• CONS: need many, not wireless
• CONTACTS: Dynamax, Advanced Measurements 

and Controls Inc, Delta-T 
• COST: $200 - $3500+

Sap Flow Sensors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The newest method of transpiration measurement now available from Dynamax is for trees over 70 mm in diameter. The Thermal Dissipation Probe (T.D.P.)(1) transpiration sensor measures sap velocity which is converted to volumetric flow rate. TDP is a simple and affordable device originally proposed by Granier (2). The new probe has two thermocouple needles inserted in the sapwood, the upper one containing an electric heater. The probe needles measure the temperature difference (dT) between the heated needle and the sapwood ambient temperature below. The dT variable and the maximum dTm at zero flow provide a direct and calibrated conversion to sap velocity. �Because sap flow varies around the circumference of trees, multiple probes must be inserted into a single tree to make flow calculations accurately. Normally, install two probe sets per tree for trees 3" to 6" (75 to 150 mm) in diameter, and four probe sets per tree for trees 6" to 18" in diameter (>150 mm). For uniform trees in a closed canopy, only one sensor per tree is needed.�
The Dynagage Sap Flow Sensors are the latest technology for measuring the sap flow, and thus the water consumption of plants. These energy balance sensors measure the amount of heat carried by the sap which is converted into Real-Time sap flow in grams or kilograms per hour. The sensors are non-intrusive and not harmful since the plants are heated up 1°C to 5°C typically.The principles of heat balance sensors are scientifically proven and references exist for most major crops and many tree species. Unlike other methods, Dynagages require no calibration since sap flux is directly determined by the energy balance and rates of heat convection by the sap flow. The need for this new technology is great because it is an affordable and practical way to measure the water use by plants of agricultural, economic and ecological importance. Plants in greenhouses, nurseries or natural environments can be measured with the same ease. Dynamax intorduced the first sap flow sensor prototypes in 1988 and today offers a full range of sensors from 2mm up to 125mm. 


http://www.dynamax.com/


- http://www.lotek.com/

• FUNCTION: Organism tracking & Sensing
• APPLICATION: Birds, Bats, Fish, Reptiles, Mammals
• PRINCIPLE: Micro-sensors (position, pressure, temp), 

Radio & Acoustic waves
• PROS: Wireless, Small, Long use history, No calibration,

Real-time option 
• CONS: Intrusive, Power limitations
• CONTACTS: Lotek, Telonics Inc, Holohil Systems Ltd 
• COST: $135 - $350+

Radio & Acoustic Telemetry

http://www.holohil.com/lb2pic.htm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In its broadest sense, telemetry can be defined as the art and science of conveying information from one location to another. With acoustic telemetry, sound waves are utilized to convey that information. 
In situations where radio telemetry is not practical or appropriate (e.g., in deep or highly conductive water, i.e., salt water), researchers can use acoustic transmitters and receivers to track fish and wildlife. 
As in other areas of fish and wildlife monitoring, Lotek has expanded the boundaries of acoustic telemetry with a range of innovative options, including the introduction of a combined acoustic and radio transmitter for use in multiple habitats.

With radio telemetry, radio signals are utilized to convey that information.
Taking advantage of the rapid advances in this technology, biologists can now equip their research subjects with amazingly small radio transmitters, and track their movements and behaviour in impressive detail with the aid of equally advanced receivers.
In the development of ever more sophisticated radio telemetry equipment for biological research, Lotek has led the way.



http://www.lotek.com/


http://www.bartztechnology.com/products.htm

• FUNCTION: Soil observatory

• APPLICATION: Soils, Root studies, Soil fauna

• PRINCIPLE: Video, Magnification

• PROS: Non-destructive, Small, 100x 
magnification, soon Automated

• CONS: Manual, Physical data only

• CONTACTS: Bartz Technology

• COST: $13,000 - $16,500+

Minirhizotron

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This camera system is designed to slide down inside a clear tube in the ground and look out through the wall to take pictures at each centimeter level below the surface. Magnification is 15 x when the image is shown on a 12 inch monitor. The field of view for the camera is 13.5 mm vertical x 18 mm horizontal. The camera head is water resistant, and the rest of the system comes housed in a reflective aluminum field case with portable power for eight hours of use in the field. The camera head rides on 49mm plastic bearings inside the 50.8 mm x 3.2 mm wall tubes. There is clearance so soil particles or bends in the tube do not stop the camera. A 4.87 M cable connects the camera head to the camera control box. The blue control box has remote controls for white light level, and focus. A handle system is provided to control movement of the camera in depth and rotation, so the operator can know where the picture is coming from. The camera operates from both AC 90 to 260 Volt power, and from 12 Volt Battery power. 
The 15 x magnification has been used extensively for root growth measurement because it resolves details down to root hairs, while focusing on the largest area possible around the curved inside wall of the tube. 
Each camera system needs a monitor to view the images in the field to be sure they are in focus and properly lighted. It also needs a method for storing the pictures and identifying each one according to the tube number and the location down the inside of the tube. There are a number of options available for accomplishing these tasks, and for viewing the images later in the lab. There are a number of handle options for increasing the accuracy of the position the camera returns to each time it goes back into the tube.
All of our Recorder/Monitor Systems and the I-CAP image capture system are compatible with the BTC-2 as well as the Backpack and Briefcase configurations. Please see the current price list for details.


http://www.bartztechnology.com/products.htm
http://www.nysaes.cornell.edu/hort/faculty/lakso/RootImage/RootImagesLarge/MiniRhizoTubeLarge.jpg


• FUNCTION: 3-D ground mapping
• APPLICATION: Soils, Roots, 

Groundwater, Rocks, 
Nests, Forests, Lakes, 
Deserts, Ice . . .

• PRINCIPLE: EM wave propagation
• PROS: Non-invasive, Rapid, 

Hi-resolution, Long use history
• CONS: Depth limitation, 
• CONTACTS: Sensors & Software Inc., 

GeoModel, Inc.
• COST: varies

http://www.uwec.edu/jolhm/research/Brian/what_is_ground_penetrating_radar.htm

Ground Penetrating Radar 
(GPR)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The radar transmits high frequency, short duration pulses of energy into the ground from a coupled antenna. Transient electromagnetic waves are reflected, refracted, and diffracted in the subsurface by changes in electrical conductivity and dielectric properties. Travel times of reflected, refracted and diffracted waves are analyzed to give depths, geometry and material type information. The energy returning to the antenna is processed within the control unit and displayed on graphic paper. 

It is widely used in locating lost utilities, environmental site characterization and monitoring, agriculture, archaeological and forensic investigation, unexploded ordnance and land mine detection, groundwater, pavement and infrastructure characterization, mining, ice sounding, permafrost, void and tunnel detection, sinkholes, subsidence, karst, and a host of other applications.  It may be deployed from the surface by hand or vehicle, in boreholes, between boreholes, from aircraft and from satellites.  It has the highest resolution of any geophysical method for imaging the subsurface, with centimeter scale resolution sometimes possible. ��Typical depths of investigation in fresh-water saturated, clay-free sands are about 30 meters.  

 Detectability of objects in the ground depends upon their size, shape, and orientation relative to the antenna,  contrast with the host medium, as well as radiofrequency noise and interferences.  

The record produced by the GPR is a continuous, cross-sectional picture or profile of subsurface conditions within the depth of penetration. Reflections from interfaces between two layers or materials having sufficiently different electrical properties are graphically displayed as a set of multiple black bands. 
The time the electromagnetic pulse takes to travel from the transmitting antenna to the buried object or interface and back to the receiving antenna is proportional to the depth of the buried object or interface. This time is a two-way travel time and is dependent on the dielectric properties of the media through which the pulse travels. The dielectric properties (electrical permeability and conductivity) are a function of the composition and moisture content of the subsurface soil and rock materials. 

The information or data received by GPR is like an x-ray or map of the underground. In fact, GPR uses electromagnetic (EM) waves, as x-ray machines do, but GPR uses radio waves, which have a longer wavelength (see Figure 1). The wavelength, or the length of one wave, is the fundamental difference between the forms of electromagnetic energy. For example, the wavelength of x-rays range from about 10 billionths of a meter to about 10 trillionths of a meter, whereas radio waves can be a few meters long. 



http://www.uwec.edu/jolhm/research/Brian/what_is_ground_penetrating_radar.htm


Physical Biological Chemical

Aquatic Environments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again – we are studying these systems across scales, and phy, bio, chem parameters

http://www.rollanet.org/~streams/macroinv/worm.jpg


http://www.hydrolab.com/

• FUNCTION: Measures 15 or more parameters including: 
Temperature, pH, Nutrients, Gas, Chlorophyll

• APPLICATION: Fresh & Marine water 
(physical, chemical)

• PRINCIPLE: Sensor cluster & Datalogger
• PROS: Multiple parameters simultaneously, Automated
• CONS:
• CONTACTS: Hydrolab, In-Situ Inc, Advanced           

Measurements and Controls Inc.
• COST: $3000 - $4000+

Multi-Parameter Sondes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The instruments measure multiple parameters simultaneously including: temperature, pH, ORP, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, depth, turbidity, total dissolved gas, ammonia, nitrate, chloride, ambient light, transmissivity, and chlorophyll. The DataSonde 4a is designed for in-situ and flow-through applications and measures up to 15 or more parameters. It comes with seven built-in expansion ports for field-replaceable sensors. 



http://www.hydrolab.com/


http://www.rdinstruments.com/ • FUNCTION: Currant and Wave velocity profiler
• APPLICATION: Oceans, Rivers, Discharge
• PRINCIPLE: Doppler shift
• PROS: Real-time, Quick & Accurate
• CONS:
• CONTACTS: RD Instruments, Nortek, Sontek
• COST: $15,000 - $23,000

Acoustic Doppler Current  
Profiler

Presenter
Presentation Notes
   
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler�An acoustic doppler current profiler (ADCP) is an instrument for measuring vertical current profiles. It hangs over the side of the vessel. It emits an acoustic beam, which then scatters off particles at different vertical locations in the water column and is received a few fractions of a second later. Current speed is measured by difference between the time the acoustic beam should take to return to the receiver and the actual time. Sound waves will travel at different speeds depending on whether they are travelling with the water currents or against (the Doppler effect). 

The RDI River Discharge Measurement System has revolutionized hydrology. It offers faster, more accurate and safer methods of measuring river discharge and surveying river current structure.
Makes discharge measurements in a fraction of the time traditional methods require. 
Takes many more measurements at once for improved accuracy. 
River traffic is not impeded by cross-river cableways with the RDI system. 
The RDI Workhorse Rio Grande ADCP™ provides customers with reliable and repeatable river discharge measurements, and displays the results through it's exceptional, user-friendly WinRiver software. 

An innovative and powerful way to measure waves and currents at once. More than a wave gauge -- ADCPs™ measure a complete frequency-direction wave spectrum and can operate in shallow and deep waters. Better than a directional wave buoy -- ADCPs™ distinguish waves from multiple directions and operate with less risk of loss or damage. More powerful than a single instrument -- the ADCP™ measures velocity profiles, water level and wave frequency-direction spectra at once. Measure waves like never before -- for more capability and better performance than the traditional choices for measuring waves.




http://www.rdinstruments.com/


Wireless Moored ProfilerWireless Moored Profiler

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For instance, broad-spectrum wireless communication supports automated environmental monitoring in remote areas.  Here, water quality data are being remotely collected at variable depths and then transferred via wireless communication to the onshore laboratory at the North Temperate Lakes LTER (Long-Term Ecological Research) site in Wisconsin. 



http://www.dsl.whoi.edu/DSL/dana/abe_cutesy.html

• FUNCTION: Automated ocean surveyors
• APPLICATION: Deep ocean surveys
• PRINCIPLE:Video, Temp, Salinity, Magnetometer, 

Optical backscatter, Acoustic altimeter
• PROS: ‘Smart’, Autonomous, Multiple parameters
• CONS: Prototype
• CONTACTS: Dana R. Yoerger - WHOI

Autonomous Underwater 
Vehicles (AUV)

Autonomous Benthic Explorer (ABE)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is ABE and What Does It Do?
  ABE stands for the Autonomous Benthic Explorer. Autonomous means without external control, Benthic is a synonym for pelagic, and Explorer just sounds good. ABE is an underwater robot designed to do deep ocean surveys. It is powered by lead-acid batteries, can operate as deep as 5500 meters, and can travel a bit over 10 km at a speed of 65 cm per second. It carries two black and white video cameras, temperature and salinity sensors, an optical backscatter sensor to tell if there's anything making the water murky, a magnetometer to measure near bottom magnetic fields, and an acoustic altimeter to keep it from running into things. 
ABE has seven thrusters which allow it to move forward or back, up or down, left or right. It can hover and turn in place. ABE is most efficient traveling forward, using about 200 Watts while running level at 0.65 m/sec, but requires up to 340 Watts when it has to go up or down over rough terrain. 
For each ABE dive, we plan a survey path along the bottom, then write a program and load it into ABE's brain. This brain is actually made up of 30 different computers, some a lot smarter then others, each doing a different job. One is Boss and tells the others what to do. We reprogram the boss for each dive. 
 
The green colored lines highlight areas that we are studying and the other rainbow lines are the paths that ABE followed. The color of the path lines corresponds to the strength of the magnetic field at that location.
A typical ABE dive has three parts, sinking to the bottom, running the survey, then floating back to the surface. To save power, ABE uses weights for the long trips to and from the bottom. By itself, ABE has about 50 lbs of buoyancy (whoops! that's 222 Newtons. I'm too old to think of weights in Newtons, but you're not! Get used to it.) Anyway, ABE floats. So when running a survey, it carries two 11.3 kg lead weights to remain neutral. ABE drops these weights when its survey is done and just floats back to the surface. To go to the bottom, we add an additional 36 kg slab of steel which pulls it right down. ABE lets go of this sinker shortly after it touches down. ABE takes about 1 hour to sink or rise 1000 meters, and runs for between three and fours while doing a survey. The entire deployment therefore takes around eight hours from launch to recovery. The figure at right shows the tracklines of ABE's survey 19 and 20, done on the FLOW region. 
ABE has a sonar built into its nose which is aimed down and forward. This allows ABE to keep close enough to the bottom to get good pictures, but far enough so it won't run into rocks. If ABE comes right up to a cliff, it is smart enough to stop and climb until it can go forward over the top. The light for the video cameras comes from a flash under ABE's stern. The cameras take still pictures and store them on two hard disks. 
ABE finds its way around the bottom by using the same acoustic transponder net we use with Jason. Four transponders are dropped from the ship around each work site, used during our stay, then retrieved before we leave. Al


http://www.dsl.whoi.edu/DSL/dana/abe_cutesy.html


http://science.whoi.edu/users/sgallager/vprwebsite/vprdraft.html

• FUNCTION: Autonomous plankton observatory
• APPLICATION: Oceans, Estuaries, Lakes
• PRINCIPLE: Video, Sensors
• PROS: Plankton imaged & environmental data measured,

‘real time’, autonomous
• CONS: Prototype

• CONTACTS: Scott Gallager - WHOI

Video Plankton Recorder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The VPR incorporates a high-magnification video camera system. It is presently deployed in a variety of configurations such as this towed V-fin on the left. It is also mounted on a towed multi-frequency acoustic system called BIOMAPPER II (upper right) and on an autonomous underwater plankton observatory that periodically collects profile data from the water column and logs the data internally until recovery (lower right). NMFS in Woods Hole also mount a VPR system on one of their 1 m2 MOCNESS net systems. 
In the V-fin and BIOMAPPER II configurations, plankton are imaged within a defined volume by one or two cameras. Targets are illuminated and frozen with a high-speed strobe while environmental data are measured on comparable spatial and temporal scales. Data are telemetered to the surface via an electro-optical cable where video images are stored on videotape and environmental and positional data are logged on a computer.


http://science.whoi.edu/users/sgallager/vprwebsite/vprdraft.html


http://www.nsf.gov/od/lpa/news/press/01/pr0130_progress.htm

• FUNCTION: Aquatic biological assessment &
physical parameters 

• APPLICATION: Oceans, Coasts
• PRINCIPLE: Acoustic & Optical sensors, CTD

Fluorescence, Salinity
• PROS: Robust biological assessment & 

Environmental data
• CONS: Prototype
• CONTACTS: Peter Wiebe - WHOI  

BIOMAPER II 
(BIo- Optical Multifrequency Acoustical and 

Physical Environmental Recorder )

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BIOMAPER II is a unique biological sampling instrument, in part because it uses both sound and visual recordings to distinguish what is living in the water column . 

BIOMAPER II also incorporates an Environmental Sensor System, which includes temperature, salt concentration, and fluorescence sensors, and is similar to a small Conductivity, Temperature, Depth (CTD) instrument. By using the environmental sensor system, the researchers know several of the properties of the water column as they bring BIOMAPER through it. These experiments answer questions like : What organisms are in the water column. At what depth? How cold is the water where these specific organisms live? What proportion of the organisms in the water column use light as their energy source?

Four major electronic systems and sensors on the towed vehicle (Acoustics, VPR, Environmental Sensing System, and Bio_Optical sensing system) using acoustic sampling techniques to survey the distribution of krill, zooplankton, and fish in the winter ocean waters of the Western Antarctic Peninsula. This acoustical data shows the scientists roughly how many organisms are present, but does not reveal the identity of the organisms with certainty. 

http://www.nsf.gov/od/lpa/news/press/01/pr0130_progress.htm


• FUNCTION: Acoustical, Physiological, and Environmental data (6-9 hrs)
• APPLICATION: Marine mammals (whales, dolphins, manatees etc)
• PRINCIPLE: Micro-sensors (pressure, hydrophone, temp, accelerometer) 

VHF radio beacon 
• PROS: Non-invasive, Compact, Re-useable, Over 2000m depth, Tag potted in epoxy, 
• CONS: Suitability depends upon Movement and Skin quality, Challenging to apply
• CONTACTS: Mark Johnson – WHOI
• COST: $10,000 – $15,000

http://dtag.whoi.edu/tag.html

Digital Whale Tag

Photos: Copyright, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, The DTAG Project. Mark Johnson and Peter Tyack, funded by ONR, NMFS

http://dtag.whoi.edu/tag.html


http://www.gmu.edu/departments/seor/student_project/syst101_00b/team07/components.html

Micro-Electric Mechanical 
Systems (MEMS)

– receives data, processes it, 
decides what to do based 
on data

-gathers biological, chemical,
physical environmental data

(brains)

(eyes,  nose, ears . . .)

- act as a switch 
or trigger, activate
external device.

- valves, pumps, 
micro-fluidics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MicroElectronics The microelectronics of a MEMS are very similar to chips as we think of them today. The microelectronics act as the "brain" of the system. It receives data, processes it, and makes decisions. The data received comes from the microsensors in the MEMS.
MicroSensors
 The microsensors act as the arms, eyes, nose, etc. They constantly gather data from the surrounding environment and pass this information on to the microelectronics for processing. These sensors can monitor mechanical, thermal, biological, chemical, optical and magnetic readings from the surrounding environment.
MicroActuators
 A microactuator acts as a switch or a trigger to activate an external device. As the microelectronics is processing the data received from the microsensors, it is making decisions on what to do based on this data. Sometimes the decision will involve activating an external device. If this decision is reached, the micrelectronics will tell the microactuator to activate this device.
MicroStructures
 Due to the increase in technology for micromachining, extremely small structrures can be built onto the surface of a chip. These tiny structures are called micro structures and are actually built right into the silicon of the MEMS. Among other things, these microstructures can be used as valves to control the flow of a substance or as very small filters. Below is a picture of a microfluidic device containing fuel filters and an exit port. 




Examples of Micro-Sensor 
Cluster Groups

• UC Berkeley – COTS – ‘Smart Dust’
• Michigan - WIMS (Wireless Integrated 

Micro Systems)
• GWU - ‘Mini Weather Stations’
• NASA - JPL – Sensor Webs
• DoE – Sandia, Oak Ridge
• DoD – Naval Research Lab



• FUNCTION: Pressure, Temperature, 
Micro-hygrometer, Radiation
Densitometer, Laser Doppler 
anemometer

• APPLICATION: in-situ microclimate data
• PRINCIPLE: Micro-sensor clusters
• PROS: Accuracy, Fast response, Low mass & 

Volume, Cheap
• CONS: not yet available
• CONTACTS: JPL, GWU
• COST: will be relatively cheap

Mini-weather stations 

Micro-hygrometer

JPL - http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/technology/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) at Caltech's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Center for Space Microelectronics Technology, Microdevices Laboratory, is developing instruments for a micro weather station. Microfabrication techniques are being used to develop sensors capable of accurate measurements in a low-mass, low-power package. Because of the importance of water to both Earth and Mars atmospheric science, the microhygrometer is the most scientifically important component of the micro weather station, and has been the primary focus of the program. A microhygrometer for direct dewpoint measurement has been developed and successfully tested on NASA's DC8 for upper troposphere measurements of humidity. The microhygrometer has demonstrated performance superior to conventional, massive, chilled-mirror dewpoint hygrometers. Additional highlights of the program include the fabrication and testing of micromachined silicon sensors for wind, pressure, and air temperature, a radiation densitometer, and a micro laser Doppler anemometer currently under development.
Significance of This Technology:
Understanding climate, global change, and ozone depletion in the Earth's atmosphere depends critically on accurate characterization of the upper atmosphere. This characterization requires in situ sensors, as both a primary data source and ground truth calibration for orbiting sensor systems. The Micro Weather Station program is directed to the development and flight demonstration of micro instruments which provide an advance in capabilities for meteorological measurements on platforms for upper atmosphere measurements. Instrument platforms include aircraft, balloon-borne radiosondes, and aircraft-deployed dropsonde instruments.
Similar requirements for measurements in Earth's upper atmosphere and the Mars planetary boundary layer have led to synergistic instrument development goals for Earth and Mars micro weather stations. Advances in electronics and instrument technology over the past thirty years have enabled an evolution from large Voyager-class spacecraft to smaller, less costly Discovery and Explorer missions. By taking advantage of micromachining and micro-instrumentation, reduction in size can be accomplished without necessarily impacting performance. In some cases, the small payload will enable new types of missions which would be otherwise inconceivable. A micro weather station is envisioned as an enabling technology for network science on Mars, which is critical for obtaining a global picture of weather in Mars' planetary boundary layer.
Advantages
Microhygrometer��     Accuracy of dewpoint sensors�     Sensitivity of surface acoustic wave device�     Fast response�     Low mass, volume��Micromachined pressure, temperature, wind sensors��     Low mass, volume (pressure, temperature, and wind)�     Fast response (pressure, temperature, and wind)�     Low thermal mass (temperature and wind)�     High sensitivity to air temperature (temperature)��Radiation densitometer��     Large dynamic range�     Linear response�     Low mass and power��Micro Laser Doppler Anemometer��     Accuracy of laser Doppler technique�     Integrated binary optics-rugged sensor�     Measurement of wind at a distance from the sensor�     Low mass, volume
Potential Commercial Uses / Applications��A microweather station has commercial applications in radiosondes and dropsondes for in situ weather measurement, both for weather prediction and modelling, and for ground truth weather measurements near airports. Currently over 100,000 radiosondes are deployed annually in the United States, with serious deficiencies in the accuracy of reported data, particularly with regard to humidity. Radiosondes must be small and inexpensive in order to find a large commercial market. There is a smaller market for reference radisondes, which use more accurate, more expensive sensors. In addition to radiosondes, which are typically deployed on balloons for ascent through the atmosphere, dropsondes are deployed from airplanes, using parachutes for a controlled descent. Accuracy and speed of response are critical performance criteria for these applications, which require tracking changing conditions as the instrument rapidly ascends (or descends) through the atmosphere.
Surface micro weather stations have applications in military tactical situations, as tools for gathering critical information on surface conditions on land or sea. Surface weather stations for these applications should be small enough for covert operation and inexpensive to allow deployment of numerous sensors. The Navy is a potential customer for this technology. In addition to a complete micro weather station, the individual sensors have numerous potential commercial applications as independent instruments. A number of companies manufacture chilled-mirror dewpoint hygrometers for a variety of applications, from atmospheric sensors mounted on airplanes to moisture detectors in corn drying apparatus. A small, inexpensive hygrometer with better speed and accuracy than conventional chilled mirror devices would have significant potential for impacting this market. There is already a large commercial market (and a number of manufacturers) for micromachined pressure sensors, with applications from athletic shoes to catheters. Finally, laser Doppler anemometers have a wide range of commercial applications, ranging from aerospace to paper manufacturing. A small, integrated laser Doppler anemometer could impact these applications, and possibly find new markets depending on the cost of the final instrument.
Components: 
	micro-hygrometer: dew-point 
	silicon sensors:  wind, pressure, air temp
	radiation densitometer
	micro laser Doppler anemometer
For Upper Atm. Measurements 
(climate, global change, ozone depletion) -  Micro-Weather Station

http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/technology/technology_index.html
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STUDENTS: BOUTAH & TLADI

CONTACT: DAVID NAGEL - GWU



•Alkanes
•Cyclo-Alkanes
•Alkenes
•Alcohols
•Aromatics
•Ketones
•Esters
•Organo 
Phosphonates
•Pesticides
•Amines
•Pyridines
•Phenols
•Organic Acids
•Aldehydes
•Halides

- http://www.femtoscan.com/evm.htm

• FUNCTION: Vapor detector
• APPLICATION: Trace gases emissions
• PRINCIPLE: Ion mobility spectrometry, Gas chromatography  
• PROS: Real-time, No carrier gas, ppb sensitivity, Hand portable, Reliable, 

Good reproducibility
• CONS: Expensive
• CONTACTS: Femtoscan, HAPSITE
• COST:

Portable Gas Chromatograph

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The World's First Hand-Portable AVS-TLGC/IMS Detector! The Environmental Vapor Monitor (EVM II) is the first commercial GC/IMS instrument for process and field applications. The EVM II was developed under Contract DAAA15-94-C-0001 as a Small Business Innovative Research Contract in association with the U.S. Army, Edgewood Research Development Engineering Center (ERDEC). It is based on the proven Ion Mobility Spectrometry (IMS) technology for ultra sensitive detection of gas phase analytes with high speed Automated Vapor Sampling (AVS) - Transfer Line Gas Chromatography (TLGC) sampling and separation capabilities developed by FemtoScan and the University of Utah (www.utah.edu./marc/homepage.htm). The EVM II is a sensitive and selective, near real-time vapor detector. The combination of intelligent AVS injections, rapid TLGC separations and high sensitivity IMS detection leads to the first hand-portable hyphenated analytical instrument. The result is an instrument with unparalleled analytical capability in a hand- portable package that is ready for your most demanding on-line, real-time measurement problems. 
Real Time, Hand Portable, No Carrier Gas, pbb level sensitivity etc. 

http://www.femtoscan.com/evm.htm


http://www.sandia.gov/media/NewsRel/NR2000/labchip.htm

• FUNCTION: Autonomous chemical detector 
• APPLICATION: Gas, Liquid, DNA
• PRINCIPLE: GC/LC separator & 

coated SAW array
• PROS: Ppb level detection, Gas & Liquid, Small
• CONS: not yet available
• CONTACTS: Sandia, Eksigent Technologies
• COST: ~$5000

Chem-lab on a chip

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sandia researchers demonstrate their device's capabilities by analyzing a complex mixture of explosives. A chemical signature -- or fingerprint -- is created by separating constituents with chromatography, a process of moving the mixture through separation channels containing a variety of materials. The materials retain constituents to different extents, so they appear sequentially in separate batches at the end of the channel. From an initial mixture injected manually into a reservoir, the system automatically distributes a fraction of a droplet (a tenth of a nanoliter) to channels thinner than a human hair. Within about a minute, a small display screen flashes the name and quantity of the components. The technique detects compounds at the part per billion level. This process, which involves shrinking and knitting together disparate systems, replaces standard chemical analysis methods normally performed with bulky equipment on a laboratory countertop. 


http://www.sandia.gov/media/NewsRel/NR2000/labchip.htm


• FUNCTION: ID gases and quantify concentrations (ppb- ppt)
• APPLICATION: Air, Water, Soil, Plant volatiles. . .
• PRINCIPLE: SAW sensor(s) & Micro-GC
• PROS: Quick (10 sec), Small, Sensitivity, Remote option
• CONS:
• CONTACTS: Estcal, JPL
• COST: $19, 450 - $24, 950+

http://www.estcal.com/Products.html

Electronic Nose (s)
zNose ©

Presenter
Presentation Notes
zNose™ contains only  a single  patented sensor, a programmable gate array (PGA) to control the sensor and a direct heated 1 meter length of capillary chromatography column. The zNose™ is the first electronic nose with the ability to speciate and measure the concentration of individual chemicals contained within odors and fragrances in just 10 seconds.  Instead of using physical sensors the zNose™ is able to create hundreds of virtual chemical sensors.  Simultaneously it also creates the first high resolution visual olfactory images, called VaporPrints™, which can be recognized by humans without any sense of smell. It is the ability to quantify environmental pollutants which led to its receiving government validation for well monitoring and soil testing from the EPA.  The zNose™ is also the first electronic nose to directly interface with GPS receivers and operate remotely over an Internet connection.
validated by the U.S. EPA and ONDCP for environmental  monitoring in air, water, and soil.              

The zNose is a big departure from other technologies. The zNose can separate and measure the concentration of each chemical in an aromatic product, or the ingredients of that product, in about 10 seconds. Because it is based on a single acoustical sensor, it can be calibrated to detect virtually any hydrocarbon, even if they are only present in concentrations of parts per trillion. Because zNose can also calculate the amount of a chemical, it is the only instrument approved by the Environmental Protection Agency. 

Technical Description: 
The Electronic Nose (ENose), now under development at JPL, is designed to monitor the air quality in human habitats such as the Space Shuttle and the International Space Station. 
The electronic nose got its name because it operates similarly to a human nose. Both contain a large number of non-specific sensors. The JPL ENose is an array of chemical sensors made from 16 different polymer films. Each film has been loaded with carbon particles, which make it electrically conductive. The polymers swell and shrink as the composition of the air changes, with these changes altering the electrical resistance of the films. The ENose measures the change in resistance when the films swell or shrink. 
The sensors are not specific to any one vapor. All of the sensors respond to a change in the air and the pattern of response is recorded. By comparing the pattern of response of the array with patterns which have been recorded in the laboratory, gases and gas mixtures can be identified. The size of the response is related to the amount of contaminant in the air, so the quantity of contaminant can also be determined. Electronic Noses have been discussed by several authors, and have been applied to environmental monitoring and quality control in such wide fields as food processing, industrial environmental monitoring and medical diagnosis. 
What is new about the JPL ENose is the small size and power requirement, and the ability to quantify gases and mixtures of gases at levels lower than the Spacecraft Maximum Allowable Concentration (SMAC). SMACs are the quantities of specific compounds that can be breathed by crewmembers for a specific length of time. SMAC levels have been determined by NASA toxicologists to ensure maximum health for crewmembers. For most compounds, SMACs are in the single to tens of parts-per-million regime. JPL has designed and built a device which is about 1.7 liters in volume, uses about 1.5 watts of power and weighs 1.4 kg. This device includes everything needed for it to operate, including a computer to control the device and take the data, all within a container approved for use in crew quarters. 


http://www.estcal.com/Products.html


http://www.businessplans.org/Vusion/Vusion00.html

• FUNCTION: ID chemical composition of liquids
• APPLICATION: Dissolved organics & inorganics, 

Aquatic mold growth, Soil analysis
• PRINCIPLE: 100’s of microsensors on chip,

Colors change depending on chemicals,
Results read by camera on a chip

• PROS: Cheap, Disposable, Qualitative, Quantitative, 
Several analyses simultaneously

• CONS: not commercially available in US

• CONTACTS: ALPHA M.O.S, Vusion, Inc. 
UT Austin, JPL

• COST: Inexpensive

http://www.alpha-mos.com/proframe.htm

Electronic Tongue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PHOTO CAPTION: This electronic sensor developed by engineers and scientists at UT Austin has the potential to dectect taste as well as identify the chemicals of any substance. It has uses for food and beverage development as well as medical applications. Photo/Marsha Miller
While artists may complain that critics' taste exist only in their mouths, UT engineers and scientists have now successfully placed it on a silicon chip.
Using chemical sensors, these UT researchers designed an electronic tongue that mimics the real thing. Like its natural counterpart, it has the potential to someday distinguish between a dazzling array of subtle flavors using a combination of the four elements of taste: sweet, sour, salt and bitter. And in some ways it has outdone Mother Nature: it has the capacity to analyze the chemical composition of a substance as well.
The device, which has the potential to incorporate hundreds of chemical microsensors on a silicon wafer, has a multitude of potential uses. The food and beverage industry wants to develop it for rapid testing of new food and drink products for comparison with a computer library of tastes proven popular with consumers.
But the artificial tongue can also be used for more distasteful purposes, to analyze cholesterol levels in blood, for instance, or cocaine in urine, or toxins in water. The National Institutes of Health recently gave the UT group $600,000 to develop a tongue version to replace the multiple medical tests done on blood and urine with one fast test.
The tongue research, reported this summer in the Journal of the American Chemical Society and in the British magazine New Scientist, began in 1996 when electrical and computer engineering professor Dean Neikirk and chemists John McDevitt and Eric Anslyn began casual discussion of the idea. Neikirk and McDevitt had already designed a nose to sniff out iodine, but soon realized that many chemicals don't evaporate. The new collaboration incorporated the work of Anslyn, a UT chemist and tongue researcher, who uses polymer microbeads to synthesize DNA and its proteins.
The team attached four well-known chemical sensors to Anslyn's minute beads and placed the beads in Neikirk's micro-machined wells on a silicon wafer. Like a human tongue, the wells mimicked the tongue's many cavities that hold chemical receptors known as taste buds. Each bead, like a tongue's receptor, had a sensor that responded to a specific chemical by changing color. One turned yellow in response to high acidity, purple under basic conditions. Then the researchers read the sensor's results through an attached camera-on-a-chip connected to a computer.
The sensors responded to different combinations of the four artificial taste elements with unique combinations of red, green and blue, enabling the device to analyze for several different chemical components simultaneously. This is where the group employed the expertise of chemist Jason Shear, who developed the dye photochemistry.
“The most pleasant aspect of our work has been the really neat way the expertise of the various team members has meshed. We have each been able to bring to the project something that might seem easy to one person, but is simply not possible for another,” muses Neikirk. “This has been a great example of how science and engineering can work together to produce something that will hopefully be of real utility.”
From the silicon tongue, the team hopes to create a process to make artificial tongues more cheaply and quickly, placing them on a roll of tape, for example, to be used once and thrown away, explained Neikirk.
“Surpisingly this technology has created interest in vastly different areas,” says McDevitt. “Besides the food industry, environmental and tourist industries want to incorporate it into hand-held monitors for feedback about local air and water. And there are huge markets in biomedical applications.”
The researchers submitted a series of scientific publications demonstrating the use of their artificial tongue and have applied for several patents.—By Becky Rische
�College of Engineering at <A HREF="http://ww


http://www.businessplans.org/Vusion/Vusion00.html
http://www.alpha-mos.com/proframe.htm


• FUNCTION: Wireless microsensor clusters for 
Spacial and Temperal monitoring  

• APPLICATION: Terrestrial, Atmosphere, Gases
• PRINCIPLE: Microsensor clusters, RF telemetry
• PROS: Small, Wireless, Low power, Custom sensor 

design, Affordable, Available, Information
shared between pods

• CONS:
• CONTACTS: Kevin Delin – JPL
• COST: $750 / pod 

Sensor Webs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The sensor web allows you to make measurements on a large scale, like in remote sensing, but with the sensitivity of in situ instruments
sensors have collected synchronized data on moisture, temperature, sunlight, humidity and oxygen levels every five minutes. The solar-powered stations then regularly shuttle the data among themselves, eventually "hopping" it back to a mother, or primary, pod connected to a laptop computer.
"The instrument isn’t the individual pod, it’s the whole collection of them," 




Nano-Technology

• Nano-scale size
• Constructed atom / molecule at a time
• Self-repairing
• Self-assembling – ex. carbon nanotubes
• Molecular switches (transistor) - UCLA
• Model – nature
• Still in development phase



Smart Dust – Bee Tagging video

Contact: Jeff Brinker – UNM, Sandia

Video by – Patricia Sprott

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We call this "smart dust." It's a beautiful example of how nanotechnology is being used to understand the Earth's biodiversity.
We are now at the point of connecting individual sensors to particles of dust. We call this "smart dust." It's a beautiful example of how nanotechnology is being used to understand the Earth's biodiversity.

Jeff Brinker and colleagues with undergraduate students at the University of New Mexico and Sandia National Labs are developing microscopic nanosensors that are carried like ordinary pollen on a bee's body. This research is part of NSF's Research Experience for Undergraduates portfolio. Now for the action. On the left, you see a bee collecting the "smart dust" at a sugar water station. After buzzing by the dust, this bee is "nanosensored," to coin a term.
The bee carries these nanosensors, which range from 30 to 300 nm in diameter, throughout its normal daily activities. When it returns to the hive, which we see on the right, the sensor plate assimilates the data from these nanosensors. We now have insight into the bee's itinerary: where it traveled and which environmental contaminants it has contacted. Currently, the researchers are charging these particles to search for TNT, an explosive that indicates the presence of land mines in an area. 



DNA Micro-arrays (video)

Video by – Patricia Sprott

Pros – Quickly analyze complete genomes, Detect gene expression, 
Determine gene function

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Machine is putting the genome of yeast on glass arrays.  The whole genome can fit on the array and experiments can detect gene expression throughout the whole genome using software. Can screen up to 200,000 sequences in 12 hrs.



Areas of Opportunity
• Technological overlaps with NASA, DoE, DoD 

• Opportunity to custom design arrays of sensor 
clusters 
– Sensors can be chosen specific to the research question

• View interactions between levels of organization

• Technological outlook
– Micro-technology: Present - 5+ years 
– Nano-technology: 5 - 10+ years: 



Future Directions

• Power 

• Automated data assimilation & analysis

• Decreased costs
– Maintenance-free
– Long-term

• Increased miniaturization
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